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REF: 29721 

Height: 96 cm (37.8") 

Width: 196 cm (77.2") 

Depth:  57 cm (22.4") 

Description

F B (Fratelli Boselli) Mondial 1960 Mondial Sprint Motorcycle.
This exquisitely engineered and beautifully constructed 1960 Mondial Sprint motorbike is unmistakably
Italian. It has matching frame and engine No. 02277, reg No. BSJ 784, 175cc overhead cam engine, fully
restored with various receipts and photographs of the work carried out.

FB Mondial was established in 1936 in Italy by Giuseppe Boselli and his brothers Luigi, Carlo ??? Ettore.
The initials FB in the logo of the brand stand in honor of the Boselli Brothers (Fratelli).
After WW2, FB Mondial moved to Milan and against the trend of the era, introduced the first 4-stroke engine
in the 125cc category, with the help of the recognised race engineer Alfonso Drusiani.
1949 to 1951 were the golden years of FB Mondial, as it was established as the absolute/superlative racing
machine. By 1957 FB Mondial had become the top manufacturer of the world winning 10 world champion
titles.
In 1949 Nello Pagani won the Grand Prix of Netherlands and Switzerland and Gianni Leoni won the Grand
Prix of Nations, both piloting FB Mondial 175cc. In the end of the season Nello Pagani became world
champion and FB Mondial won the title of top manufacturer in the world.
The first edition of Mondial DOHC was developed in 1948 and won 3 world champion titles in a row from
1949 to 1951 with pilots Bruno Ruffo in 1950 and Carlo Ubbiali in 1951. In 1955, Provini won the champion
of Italy piloting FB Mondial DOHC 125cc.
In 1957 FB Mondial was again world champion of manufacturers in both 125cc and 250cc categories, as
pilot Provini won the 1st place in Tourist Trophy, Netherlands Grand Prix and Belgium Grand Prix in 125cc
and Sandford dominated in the World-Class of 250cc.
By the end of the year FB Mondial revolutionised the motor industry once again by developing the prototype
of a new 125cc engine with the distribution to four camshafts in head and desmodromic valve control.
In 2014 FB Mondial was re-established by Boselli and Galli in order to relive its former glory as top
manufacturer with the production of motorcycles which mark their era, by going beyond the institutional
standards of the present and anticipating the future. The same way it did in the past as a part of the Hippie
culture and the lifestyle of the generation of the 40s.
In 2015 the first FB Mondial Hipster models, 125cc and 250cc, go into production. By 2023 FB Mondial will
develop 3 new models with 3 different engines in order to provide its riders with options that match their
lifestyle and improve their daily life the same way it did so successfully for decades in the past.

Taken from https://www.fbmondial.gr/en/history-fbmondial/
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